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Summary. As shows world experience, from year
to year the factors influencing the level of stability of
national economy of any country increase more and
more. Therefore, to be to possible calls, ready to all,
quickly to develop and apply necessary measures
during the crisis period and to protect national
economy, is one of the priority directions of ensuring
stability of national economy. But to develop
necessary strategy of ensuring stability of national
economy it is necessary to analyses deeply operating

economic mechanisms, strong or weak positions of
national economy.
Therefore, the author in this article opens a
tendency of development of the industry, increase
in a share of small and private business in GDP, antirecessionary measures of the government during the
world financial and economic crisis on protection
and stimulation of national economy, a tendency
of development of investment and a problem of
implementation of the investment program of
economy of Uzbekistan.
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From year per annum more increase the factors,
influencing upon level of stability of the national
economy of favor of one particular country. Consequently, get ready on all possible call, operative to develop and use the necessary measures at crisis period,
is one of the priority directions of the provision to
stability of the national economy. But to develop the
corresponding to measures, is required deep analysis
acting economic mechanism and that more it is important, weak and strong positions of the economy.
Consequently, author in given article reveals the
trend of the development to industry, increase the
share of the small business and quotient enterprise in
GDP, crisis management of the measure government
at period world financial-economic crisis on protection and stimulation of the national economy, trend
of the development to investments and problems
of the realization of the investment program of the
economy Uzbekistan.
The Certificate of the progressive change the
structure of our economy is all increasing in her role
of the small business and quotient enterprise. As a
result taken measures on stimulation of the development of the small business and quotient enterprise in
2014 is created over 20 thousand new subject small
business that in 2 times more in contrast with 2000.
The realization of the programs to moderniza16

tions, technical and technological renovation production, as well as measures on increasing of financial stability industrial enterprise promoted further
deepening the processes of the structured transformations and diversifications of the branches to industry. So, leading locomotive becomes from year
per annum machine-building industry of our economy. If as a whole in rate of growth of the volume
industrial production on branch of machine building
and metalworking is tracked positive track record of
the development, however, consider that follows to
accent attention on weakening positions in given to
branches such as civil-road machine building, tractor
and agricultural machine building and others
Importance of the accent of attention on machine-building branch is concluded in that that, according to experience of the development of the
world economic system, exactly such branches as
machine-building industry, chemical industry, information-communication technologies and energy
industry are a locomotive in turning the economy on
innovation way of the development.
Consequently, considering urgency of the summons, phased turning the national economy on
инновационный way of the development particularly important is support state such important
branches of the national economy, as machine-build-
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ing, chemist-technological, production and sphere of
the services in information-communication technol-
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ogy, which will play the key role in formation and development innovation-oriented economy.
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